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Functions which have non-negative derivatives at the origin play

an important role in the theory of probability. The moment generat-

ing functions of symmetric distributions and the probability generat-

ing functions of lattice distributions are examples of such functions

which are most commonly used. In the present note, we give two

theorems on the properties of such functions. These theorems have

interesting applications in the theory of decomposition of distribution

functions which is known as "arithmetic of distributions."

First we give the following definition:

Definition. Let fix) be a function of the real variable x which has

finite derivatives of all orders

Ldxk        _L_o'
/<*>(0) = [— /(x)J     , ¿=1,2,3,

at the origin x = 0. We then define formally

A(z) = /(O) + E ^-^ zk (z complex)
k~i      k\

as a function of the complex variable z iz = x-\-iy, x and y both real)

and call A(z) the adjoint function oí fix). In general, the function A(z)

may not exist except at the point z = 0 and we note that A(0) =/(0).

The adjoint function A(z) is said to be regular in a circle \z\ <R

(A>0) about the origin z = 0 of the complex z-plane if and only if

the power series/(0) + 2jT-i ifmiO)/k\)zk converges in the same circle

\z\ <R.
We are now in a position to formulate the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Lei/(x),/i(x),/2(x), • • • ,/„(x) be in + 1) functions of

the real variable x which have non-negative derivatives of all orders at

the origin and let «i, a2, ■ • • , an be n positive numbers. Let the adjoint

function A(z) of fix) be regular in a circle \z\ <R (A>0) about the

point z = 0. Suppose that the functions /,(x) (j— 1, 2, • • • , n) are posi-

tive and satisfy the relation
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(i) L/i(*)h[M*)]as • • • [/»(*) h = /(*)

for all real x in the interval O^x^S (S>0).

Then each of the adjoint functions Ff(z) of fj(x) is also regular at

least in the circle \z\ <R.

This theorem has been proved by D. Dugué in [l]. For the sake

of completeness we give below an alternative proof of this theorem.

The method of proof is similar to the one used by Yu. V. Linnik and

A. A. Zinger in [2]. We first prove the following lemma:

Lemma. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 each of the adjoint func-

tions F,(z) is regular in some circle about the point z = 0.

Proof. First, we note that the function [f(x)]N (where Nisa posi-

tive integer) is also positive at the origin and has non-negative deriva-

tives of all orders at the origin. It is also easy to verify that for any

*(*=1, 2, 3, • • •)

<2) \s [/WI"L. - [i lm]"h
We now raise both sides of (1) to a suitable positive integer power p

such that each ßf = paf^i.

Next we again raise both sides of the resulting equation to a posi-

tive integer power k and thus obtain

(3) [fi(x)]»>[ft(x)]»> ■ ■ ■ [/•»(*)]*» = [/"i»]*".

We then differentiate both sides of (3) k times with respect to x and

then put x = 0. Finally we write the result in the form

(4) Sl(o)+5l(0) = r^ [/(*)]*>-]
Lax* _L_o

where Si(0) contains only the derivatives of order k of the functions

fj(x) 0=L 2, • • • , n), while 52(0) consists of all the derivatives of

order not exceeding k — 1. We can then verify easily that

fm(o)
(5) Si(0) = \f(0)]»'EWj

3-1 /i(0)

while each summand in 52(0) is non-negative so that 52(0) ^0. Thus

we obtain from (2), (4) and (5) the inequality
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'• <■"> - ig, um]" U> m" J.

•L£ [wlbL(6) , m
"   [f(0)]kP    UV M-0

holding for all j = l, 2, • • ■ , n and k = l, 2, • • ■ . We shall now

estimate the right-hand side of (6) with the help of Cauchy's integral

(cf. [3, p. 82]). Since the function A(z) is regular in the circle \z\ <R

about the point z = 0, we can write the right-hand side of (6) in the

form

V dk  r       .  H h\    f [Fiz)]kp

Ldzk J2_o      2m J i.i-ä/2     zk+1

We set Mi = max|i]_B/2 |F(z)|. Then we see clearly that Afi>0 and

we obtain from (7) the estimate

\V d" r     ,1    I        Mikp

\Ldzk Jz_ol (A/2)*

We then combine (6) and (8) and get finally

(9) AO) = /y(0) 7^7" [Mi/fiO)fP.
(A/2)*

It follows at once from (9) that the power series

converges in a circle about the point z = 0 with a radius of convergence

which is not less than

Pi = j-[fiO)/Mi]p > 0.

Therefore each of the adjoint functions A,(z) is regular at least in the

circle \z\ <pi about the origin. This completes the proof of the lemma.

We now turn to the proof of the theorem. We have to show that

each of the adjoint functions Fjiz) is regular in a circle about the

origin with a radius of convergence not less than A. Let us suppose

that this is not the case. Then at least one of the functions Fjiz) con-

verges in a circle about the origin with a radius which is less than A.

Let Ao be the smallest of the radii of convergence of all the functions

Fjiz). Then according to our assumption A0<Aso thatp = A —A0>0.
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Since each of the functions F,(z) has non-negative derivatives of all

orders at the origin, it follows at once from the theorem of Prings-

heim and Landau (cf. [3, p. 214]) that the point of singularity of the

function Ff(z) which is nearest to the origin must be located on the

positive half of the real axis. Therefore, the point z = Po must be a

singular point of at least one of the functions Fj(z) which is situated

nearest to the point z = 0. We further note that the relation

(10) [F.(z)]**[F2(z)]«" • • • [FB(*)]tf» = [F(z)Y"

holds for complex values of z in circle \z\ <Ro about the origin. We

then write po = Ro — e where e (0<e<Fo/10) is a small number. Then

we substitute x=po+£ and introduce the functions

Ff(Po + &
Gf(t)=      ¿f     *', /= 1,2, ...,»,

G(Q
F(po + Ö

F(po)

First, we note that the functions GX£) and G(£) are also positive at

the point £ = 0 and have non-negative derivatives of all orders at the

point £ = 0. It is also easy to verify from (10) that the relation

(11) [Gii&MGM)]*' ■ • • [G„(Ö]* - [G(Ö]*"

holds for all real £ in the interval 0^£<e. We also remark that the

function G(f) of the complex variable f (f = ^+ii), £ and 17 are both

real) is regular at least in the circle |f| <p, where p = R — Ro>0. We

repeat the same operation as above with the equation (11) and obtain

the inequality

(12) G¡ '(0) g
Gf(0)

[G(0)]kp \£ m]ÍPl
holding for all/=l, 2, • • • , n and k = \, 2, • • • . We then estimate

the right-hand side of (12) with the help of Cauchy's integral. Thus

we have

Yd"   r       .  -\ k\    r [GQÏÏp

We set Jlf2=M2(p) =max|f|=J)/2 |G(f)| and thus obtain from (12) and

(13) the estimate

G?\0) ^ Gf(0)-'—[M2/G(0)]k*
(14) '  V ' '       (p/2)k L J
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holding for all j= 1, 2, • ■ • , n and k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Thus we conclude

from (14) that for every e in the interval 0<e<Ao/10, each of the

functions G¡i$) converges in a circle about the point f = 0 with a

radius of convergence which is not less than p2= (p/2) [Gi0)/M2]p>0.

We also note that p2 is independent of e. But on the other hand the

radius of the circle of convergence of at least one of the functions

Gj(f) must be e. Thus we obtain the desired contradiction by select-

ing e sufficiently small in the interval 0<€<A0/10. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 2. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1, let the

adjoint function A(z) of fix) be an entire function of some finite order y.

Then each of the adjoint functions Fjiz) offjix) is also an entire function

of some finite order not exceeding y.

Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 1 that each Fjiz) is

an entire function whenever A(z) is an entire function. Thus the rela-

tion

(15) [FiiziMFiiz)]« ■ ■ ■ [A„(z)b - Fiz)

holds for complex values of z. We now introduce the functions

Hjiz) = Fjiz)/Fjil), j - 1, 2, • - • , »,

77(z) = A(z)/F(l),

and verify easily from (15) that the functions 77y(z) satisfy the relation

(16) [HiiR)MH2iR)]<*> ■ ■ ■ [ff»CR)b = 77(A)

for all real A. We also note that for A ^ 1

HjiR) fc 1, j=\,2,- ■ ■ ,n,

so that we obtain from (16) the inequality

(17) [773(A)b = 77(A)

holding for A^l and j=l, 2, • • • , n. Let MiR; 77,) and M(A; 77)
denote the maximum modulus of the functions Hjiz) and 77(z) respec-

tively in the circle \z\ ^A. This value is evidently attained on the

perimeter of this circle and in view of the non-negativity of the

derivatives at the origin we see easily that

MiR; Hj) = max | 7J,-(z) |   = 77y(A), i = 1, 2, • • • , »,
1*1-a

MiR; 77) = max | 77(z) |   = 77(A).
I«I-ä
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Thus we get at once from (17) the inequality

(18) [M(R; Hf)]«i è M(R; H)

holding for all P^l and j = l, 2, • • • , n. We now note that

\nln M(R;H)
(19) y = lim sup ■-

«-»» In R

so that the proof follows at once from (18) and (19).

Theorem 2 yields the following useful corollary.

Corollary. Let fi(x), fi(x), • • • , fn(x) be n functions which have

non-negative derivatives of all orders at the origin and let «i, a2, ■ ■ • , an

be n positive numbers. Suppose that the functions ff(x) are positive and

satisfy the relation

[/iWbtoh • • • [/■„(*)]- = exp[P(x)]

for all real x in the interval 0 ^ x ^ S (8 > 0) where P(x) is a polynomial

in x of degree m such that exp [P(x) ] has a non-negative derivative at the

origin. Then each of the adjoint functions Ff(z) of f¡(x) has the form

Ff(z) =exp[Pf(z)] where P¡(z) is a polynomial in z of degree not ex-

ceeding m.

Proof. From Theorems 1 and 2, it follows at once that each of the

adjoint functions F¡(z) is an entire function of finite order not exceed-

ing m and further the relation

(20) [F,(z)h[F2(z)]"' • • • [F„(z)h = exp[P(z)]

holds for complex values of z. We see easily from (20) that none of

the functions Fj(z) can have any zeros in the entire complex plane.

The proof is then an immediate consequence of the factorization

theorem of Hadamard (cf. [3, p. 250]). It is interesting to note that

Theorem 1.2 in [l] is a special case of this result.
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